UXO Risk Assessment

Expert UXO assessments lay
foundations for safe development
As construction projects increasingly turn to repurposing abandoned wasteland and
redeveloping brownfield sites, Fellows International the UK’s Unexploded Ordnance
(UXO) specialist, is playing a vital role in ensuring sites are safe for development.
With its Detailed Risk Assessments (DRAs), Fellows provides
developers with a site-specific source of information that
considers the potential risks of UXO. As an initial phase of the
risk management process, the assessment enables Fellows
and the client to estimate the likelihood of a UXO hazard being
discovered at a site. Taken into consideration is the development
proposed and the construction methods to be employed.
Fellows Lead UXO Researcher Nathan Oakes, and other
researchers on the team, analyse historical information regarding
site location, previous site development, wartime bombing
records and military history. This information is considered along
with site specific geology and ground conditions to assess the
depth to which unexploded ordnance may have penetrated.
Nathan says: “We take a linear approach which starts with
conducting initial online research into the military usage and
general bombing history of a region. This can be combined with
information from local councils which hold huge amounts of
knowledge. We also look into the history of the specific site itself,
again through council information, planning applications portals
for more recent information and a variety of other sources for
further data. This normally includes visits to local archive offices
for the fine detail we require such as air raid records, abandoned
bomb registers, bombing maps and so on.”

When all research has been gathered and analysed, a clear
and concise document is compiled for the client. This provides
an invaluable overview either providing an indication that
development is safe to continue or, where appropriate,
concluding with recommended further actions.
Depending on individual site circumstances, a Fellows’ DRA can
be produced in approximately ten working days and has been
cited by numerous developers as an extremely worthwhile
investment.
For more information and to discuss your requirements please
call Fellows on 01243 551 025

